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A Comprehensive Software Solutions Portfolio

M2SYS offers a wide range of software solutions to help our customers and partners meet their specific needs. Whether you 

are looking to integrate a scalable biometric matching system into your existing software, rapidly implement software for 

various use cases, or build a tailored application for data management, biometrics, mobile, and more, we’ve got you covered!
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eGoverment Solutions Suite
This category includes our suite of on-the-fly customizable software solutions for government entities. All solutions can 

support biometrics and mobile devices.

Complete software package to manage beneficiaries and fund disbursement

activities

Includes multimodal biometric matching and de-duplication system

Prevent fraud & establish a trusted audit trail of transactions

Enroll and identify in the field with mobile biometric units

Pension/Social Security

A cloud-based identity management system for schools 

Biometric data capture supporting fingerprint, finger vein, palm vein, iris, and facial 

recognition

Database provides detailed student information including past records 

Works with our mobile biometric devices

School Management

Easily create web forms to capture various demographic, numeric and other data including 

biometrics 

Creating a centralized, uniform platform to share data across different regions, states or 

cities 

Blockchain back-end provides total transparency and security 

Modify or customize forms with no coding required 

eForms

Comprehensive cloud software solution to monitor performance

Incorporate KPIs to measure performance across various tasks 

Customizable cloud application that can be instantly tailored to your needs

Biometric enabled appraisal system to avoid any chance of fraud

Employee profile maintenance with advanced level analytics 

Employee Appraisal



eLaw Enforcement Solutions Suite
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A collection of solutions designed to meet government law enforcement agency identification & data management 

requirements while delivering fast, secure, and reliable results.

Integrated cloud and mobile app platform to address the needs of all law enforcement 

operational units

Includes modules for case management, investigations, criminal booking, demographic 

search, and more  

Includes M2SYS CloudABISTM multi-biometric matching system

Mobile biometric solutions empower officers to conduct many tasks from the field

ePoliceTM

Modern, cloud-friendly jail and prison management system 

Includes modules for cell and bed management, prisoner tracking, incident/case 

management, medical histories, and more

Utilize CloudABISTM and M2SYS mobile biometric solutions to manage inmate and visitor 

identification 

Access detailed data and reports for court cases and parole 

PrisonSecureTM

Streamlines management of multiple border checkpoints 

Utilize CloudABISTM multi-modal biometrics to quickly and accurately identify travelers 

Cloud-friendly with support for mobile biometric units 

Create watchlists, blacklists and alerts to instantly identify suspected travelers or known 

criminals 

SecuredPassTM

Cloud solution to centralize parole management data and activities

Enables parole officers to enter and store case data, documents, visit activity, incident 

reports, and more  

Utilize CloudABISTM biometric system for parolee identification

GPS solution for inmate tracking and attendance management

ParoleManagerTM

Frictionless Software 
Solutions
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This category includes our suite of software and biometric technology solutions for systems requiring the issuance of physical 

credentials citizen tracking.

Multimodal ABIS supporting fingerprint, iris, face & finger vein

Scalable 1:N matching and de-duplication system   

Secure AES 256-bit encryption

Establish multi-purpose ID card for broad access coverage

Improve national security, prevent fraud, & simplify service access

eIDTM/ National ID

Complete solution package for ePassport registration & deduplication 

Scalable multimodal ABIS

Configurable software for data management 

Integrates with SecuredPassTM border control solution

Prevent fraud and improve national security  

ePassport

Complete solution package for voter registration, deduplication &

authentication 

Multimodal options including fingerprint, iris, face, and vascular 

Mobile biometric options to register voters in the field 

Prevent fraud to ensure transparency and trust in voting process 

TrueVoterTM

“Putting a new voter registry in place was a top priority since the old one wasn’t 

credible. TrueVoterTM ensures that every voter is legitimate and can only vote 

once to give the population confidence in their newly elected government.” 

Grant Kippen
Chief of Party, IFES
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This category includes our core biometric matching system options. They are the right fit if you requiring want to add 

biometric matching to an existing web, Windows or mobile  application.

Scalable biometric matching system that can be deployed in private (on-premise) or public 

cloud environment

Integrate in hours with our simple web API   

Remove deployment friction & ongoing support headache 

Supports fingerprint, finger vein, iris & face matching

Affordable SaaS model for public cloud deployment

CloudABISTM

Biometric scanner integration service 

Eliminate hassle of biometric hardware integration into Windows software and various Web 

browsers

Works seamlessly with CloudABISTM 

Easily deploy any biometric device  

CloudScanrTM

Patent-pending fingerprint biometric de-duplication system 

Utilizes unique industrial separation process instead of traditional 1:N

biometric search 

Deduplicate millions of fingerprint templates in less than 50% of the time of traditional 

systems 

Save money by reducing server and overhead costs 

HyperDeduplicatorTM

“We integrated the M2SYS fingerprint software into our core banking software 

to secure customer accounts and eliminate fraud. The system is deployed in over 

50  branch locations to identify over 500,000 customers.” 

Philippe Vilgrain
SVP of Organizational Projects
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This category includes enterprise software solutions for different use cases  that have our biometric matching system 

integrated into them. 

PC-Based biometric time clock solution for Kronos & ADP

Supports fingerprint, finger vein, iris & face matching   

A�ordably prevent buddy punching & reduce compliance risk 

Includes mobile clock app using face matching 

Run biometric matching system on-premise or in the cloud

RightPunchTM

Cloud-based biometric visitor management system  

Does not require ID cards, badges, or printers

Supports fingerprint, finger vein, iris & face matching 

Very a�ordable SaaS model

Easy to implement and use  

VisitorTrackTM

“RightPunch™ is a smart addition that will help to strengthen our labor tracking 

strategies and supplement our goal of helping employees boost productivity and 

increase accountability to achieve optimal performance.”  

Carmen Napa
CFO

Deployed in over 50 U.S. hospitals 

Prevent medical record mix-ups and fraud  

Protect population health investments

Improve revenue cycle and patient safety

Seamless integration with EHR systems like Epic and Cerner 

RightPatient R
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The M2SYS mobile biometric solutions can facilitate field-level biometric enrollment and search operations with our scalable, 

high-performance biometric matching system. In addition, our CloudApper™ platform enables anyone to quickly and easily 

create customizable web and mobile apps.

Our cloud-based solutions can quickly and accurately process  

biometric authentication requests received from law 

enforcement officers in the field.  

Create & customize a smartphone App within minutes (no 

coding/programming knowledge required) to check identities, 

retrieve records, upload data and pictures, and more right 

from a mobile device. 

We offer portable, handheld mobile biometric devices that 

support multiple biometric modalities such as fingerprint, 

face, and iris capture.    

Mob    le
Biometrics
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As a leading biometric technology firm, M2SYS has tested dozens of mobile biometric devices and continues to evaluate 

new types of biometric readers on an ongoing basis. This testing enables us to recommend the best overall choice for our 

customers given their unique needs. Our mobile biometric devices are portable Android computer that can be used with the 

M2SYS mobile app and/or suite of cloud-based biometric matching and data management software solutions.

Android device with front-facing optical or capacitive fingerprint sensor. 

Great option with our mobile app platform and CloudABISTM biometric 

matching system for industries like law enforcement.  

RapidCheckTM Rugged Mobile Fingerprint 
Device

Mob    le
Biometrics

Devices

Multimodal biometric Android device that supports fingerprint, face, and 

iris capture. Beautiful design and additional options like NFC and barcode 

scanning make this versatile device a great option for many mobile use 

cases. 

MultiCheckTM-C Robust Multi-Biometric 
Mobile Device



A portable biometric device for various biometric identification and 

registration applications. Featuring a modern design and rugged build, the 

device supports fingerprint (with live finger detection), iris, and face image 

capture.

MultiCheckTM-E Live Multi-Biometric 
Mobile Device

A modern, clean design and versatile capabilities makes this biometric 

tablet a great choice for industries like government and healthcare. 

Supports fingerprint and iris data capture with a NXP contactless card 

reader for MIFARE, CPU, NFC and e-passport reading.

MultiTabTM Fingerprint Biometrics 
Tablet

Mobile Biometrics Devices

www.m2sys.com 
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Industry Overview

Our main goal is to develop innovative solutions that address real-world problems by understanding the unique needs of the 

markets we serve. We foster an environment of creativity with easy access to resources, ensuring an open environment to 

exchange ideas that powers the innovative identity management platforms that we develop.

 M2SYS continues to innovate, build, and deliver leading-edge and flexible enterprise biometric solutions that expand the 

applicability of biometric technology in the government and commercial marketplace, providing easy, safe access through a 

unified biometric capture process.

We operate in a diverse range of industries, providing a suite of biometric identity

management solutions including:

www.m2sys.com 

Government

Financial Services

Healthcare

Workforce 
Management

Law Enforcement



Our eGovernment solution suite empowers government agencies and schools around the globe. 

Government

Our solutions enable government agencies 

at any level to modernize their data 

collection and management processes. This 

leads to more efficient and effective services 

for constituents.

Modernize Data Collection & 
Management

Establish societal parity in benefit 

distribution, streamline access to information 

and eliminate identity fraud and duplicate 

data.

Accurately Govern Individual 
Benefits

Accelerate operational student identity 

management to support secure access to 

educational resources, eliminate cheating 

and fraud, and support student parity 

across the institution.

Improve Student Safety & 
Accountability

Example Projects
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Turkish National ID

Type: Fingerprint, Finger Vein, Palm Vein

Use: Citizen Identification

Scope: > 80 million citizens, 1:N matching, 

hybrid scanner

Yemen Biometric Voter ID

Type: Fingerprint & Face

Use: Voter Identity Verification

Scope: >15M voters w/10 fingerprints, 

face images & demographic info



Our eLawEnforcement solution suite empowers police departments, jails, border control authorities, and military agencies.

Establish efficient and effective law enforce-

ment operational management to ensure a 

safe and secure environment for citizens.

Increase Operational 
Efficiency 

Scalable and customizable, cloud-friendly 

software and biometrics platform with 

support for mobile biometric units to 

improve data access and management.

Empower Law Enforcement 
Agencies

A modern solution for Jail Authorities, Public 

Safety Departments, and Governments to 

safely and securely manage prisoner 

identities and records, helping to reduce 

errors and improve public safety.

Safe, Secure, & Cost-Effec-
tive Prison Management

Example Projects
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US Prisoner Identification

Type: Fingerprint

Use: Prisoner Identity Management

Scope: Tracking millions of prisoners across 

hundreds of jails 

Iraqi Border Control

Type: Fingerprint

Use: Border Security

Scope: Tracking over 1M registrants across 

100+ terminal checkpoints

Law Enforcement



Our versatile software platform, CloudABIS™ matching system, and mobile biometric devices ensure secure banking transactions 

from any location. 

Customer and employee identification 

solution for the banking and financial service 

industries to help prevent fraud and protect 

assets.

Know Your Customers (KYC) 

Create a reliable, immutable record history of 

all customer and employee transactions by 

incorporating blockchain and biometrics.

Establish a Concrete Audit 
Trail

Enable your agents to see more customers 

and improve their experience with our 

mobile biometric devices and scalable 

software platform.

Increase Business with 
Mobile Biometric Solutions

Example Projects
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Banking/Finance

Bank Customer ID
Type: Fingerprint

Use: Integrated with core banking software to 

secure customer identities across banking 

branch locations

Scope: 180 scanners, 200k+ enrollments

Micro Credit Customer ID

Type: Fingerprint

Use: Micro Credit Customer Identification in South 

and Central America to reduce fraud. 

Scope: Half a million enrollments



Our suite of workforce solutions can transform employee productivity and the bottom line for any organization. 

Create apps to instantly retrieve accurate 

employee data, manage training and 

onboarding processes, and identify 

opportunities to optimize resources.

Build an Efficient and Produc-
tive Workforce 

Reduce payroll expenses, increase employee 

accountability, and eliminate time theft with 

our RightPunch™ biometric time clock 

software for Kronos.

Improve Profitability and 
Compliance

Complete employee profiling solution with 

demographic and biometric data to reduce 

fraud, prevent “ghost” employees, and 

improve security by preventing unauthorized 

entry or access within the workplace.

Reduce Fraud, ID Theft & 
Unauthorized Access

Example Projects
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Workforce 
Management

Kronos Time Capture
Type: Finger Vein

Use: Integrated with Kronos Employee 

Self-Service (ESS) portal for secure login

Scope: 50+ facilities

Pont-Of-Sale Access
Type: Fingerprint

Use: Secure POS Login 

Scope: 500+ devices; 3,000 employees



RightPatient® transforms the legacy approach to healthcare visits by creating a personalized patient experience while lowering 

costs and improving safety.

Prevent medical record mix-ups during 

registration through accurate patient 

identification.

Drive Duplicate Medical 
Record Rates to 0%
 

Our AI nurse frees time for doctors by 

automatically collecting important clinical 

information from patients.

See More Patients

RightPatient®  eliminates write-offs 

associated with patient identity fraud and 

readmissions.

Boost the Bottom Line
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Healthcare

Select 
Customers

“RightPatient saves us nearly $500k each year on chart corrections and denied claims because the 

patient identification was incorrect.”

Dr. Judi Binderman
CMIO
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Contact Us

Global Headquarters:

1050 Crown Pointe Pkwy.

Suite 850

Atlanta, GA 30338

Phone: (678) 203-4268

Email: info@m2sys.com

facebook.com/M2SYS

linkedin.com/M2SYS-technology

twitter.com/M2SYS

youtube.com/M2SYS

M2SYS Headquarter: 
Atlanta, GA, USA

M2SYS Europe Office: 
Ankara, Turkey

M2SYS Asia Office: 
Mohakhali DOHS, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh

M2SYS R&D: Silicon Valley, 
San Francisco, CA, USA


